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We would like to thank Care Quality Commission, NHS and local authorities who have kept in contact with us to find out
how we are doing and giving us support on a weekly basis.
We are happy to say we continue to be Covid-19 free. We are working hard with the increased infection control procedures to keep it at bay. The staff are keeping up with all the activities to ensure that the residents are not disrupted and
their routines remain the same to reduce any distress or anxiety. The residents as well as the staff continue to have their
temperatures taken twice a day to monitor for any change in temperature. This will give early indication for any possible
illness.
As the rest of the country start to have lockdown relaxed, we are also starting to resume some normality whilst precautions are put in place. The hairdresser will start to come back to see us as from 9th and the chiropodist will be resuming
within the next week or so. They will also be having their temperature taken. They will be wearing face masks, PPE and
will also be filling in Covid 19 questionnaires. This will give us information about who they have been in contact with.
So, as you can see we are continuing to be cautious to protect our lovely residents and staff.
We are now starting up the visits which will take place in the garden (weather permitting) and everyone will need to follow the national guidelines of social distancing. We need to do this safely and will be staggering the visits. You will be
invited to start your visits up with your loved one. The following rules will be applied:
•

Need to book an appointment as only 1 family at a time.

•

You will need to complete questionnaire.

•

You will need to follow social distancing rules.
(No physical contact)

The guidance for care homes now is to have weekly tests
for all staff and residents to be tested every 28 days. We
are currently in the process of setting it up.

Hook a duck. Evelyne found this quite funny and had a good chuckle!
She was the champion of the day. Well done.

Vitamin D
Nice shades
Floss!

Very glamorous Ellen. I
think we did ok.

Dinner ladies! You
seem to have a good
system going there

Keeping people in touch. Mary had
a catch up with her daughter and
granddaughter at the same time.
She was amazed and tried to blow
kisses. I hope you guys caught
them.

The interactive table has been an integral part of Digby
Manor during the lockdown. It has helped to stimulate
minds. As you can see Mary has had lots of fun playing
games which has kept her attention and concentration, a
great achievement.

Below Albert had a
zoom catch up with his
old golfing buddies
who he hadn’t seen in
a long time. He recognised them as soon as
he saw them.

Above Meghan was able
to zoom a singing session to all the residents
who really enjoyed seeing her again.

Joan lots of shapes
and colours. Keeping
minds active.

We are missing you
Meghan!

Beer and Dominoes afternoon. (without the beer!)

Jigsaws help in many ways.
Keeping fingers nimble and
exercising those fingers as
well as problem solving.
Well done Mary.

Thank you for all the art
work sent into us.
One step closer Meghan.

More chair exercises with pom
poms. Work off all those lollies
hey Joan !!
More window
visits. Everyone is missing
each other.

Floss make sure you get
in the corners.
Thanks for your help.

You certainly are strong David.

Keep searching ladies.

We would like to welcome three
new residents to our family.
We hope you settle in well and
love our little community.

John

Clarice

As our external services start to resume.
Can we ask for residents pocket money
be topped up please. Thank you.

Clifford
Happy Birthday Joan and
Peter

We would like to say farewell to
our friend Eileen. SLEEP WELL OUR
ANGEL.

